. The definition of sudden death in epilepsy differs from that of sudden death in general, as the latter includes deaths with and without an identified pathologic cause 2 . Besides, the lack of autopsy findings and the rarely witnessed cases of SUDEP pose difficulties with regard to definitions of SUDEP. In general terms, SUDEP is defined by precise criteria that were approved in 1997 by an expert panel and is designed as sudden, unexpected, witnessed or unwitnessed, nontraumatic and nondrowning deaths in patients with epilepsy, with or without evidence of a seizure and excluding documented status epilepticus, in which post mortem examination does not reveal a toxicological or anatomical cause of death 3 . Currently, SUDEP is responsible for 7.5% to 17% of all deaths in epilepsy and has an incidence among adults between 1:500 and 1:1,000 patientyears 4 . In parallel, a number of associated factors for SUDEP have been reported but the results are not wholly consistent between studies. Thus, the main risk factors evaluated until now include refractoriness of the epileptic condition, presence of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, antiepileptic medication (polytherapy with antiepileptic drugs), young age, duration of the seizure disorder, early onset of epilepsy and winter temperatures 5, 6 . Although different mechanisms may play separate roles in different cases 5 , the two major domains of potential mechanisms of SUDEP are autonomic, i.e., respiratory, and cardiovascular 7 . According to the latter, a significant body of literature suggests that SUDEP has a potential cardiac mechanism, due to repetitive cardiac damage during seizures and due to arrhythmia during seizures, possibly triggered by apnea and/or cerebral autonomic imbalance 8 .
From an experimental perspective, although much has been learned from animal studies about structural, chemical, and physiological changes that contribute to seizures and epilepsy, the development of experimental preparations that closely model the human SUDEP phenomenon is essential, since could provide vital information to aid elucidation of the pathogenetic mechanisms of SUDEP and stimulate investigation into possible therapeutic strategies 9 . Following this line of reasoning, the experience of our research group makes us increasingly believe that some chronic models of temporal lobe epilepsy are important tools for the study of cardiovascular abnormalities in epilepsy and may even be relevant for the understanding of the SUDEP phenomenon. In 2005, we used the pilocarpine model in order to evaluate the heart rate from rats with epilepsy in vivo (ECG) and in an isolated ex vivo preparation (Langendorf preparation) 10 . In brief,
we demonstrated a significant increase in baseline heart rate in vivo of animals with epilepsy (346±7 bpm) when compared with control group animals (307±9 bpm). Quite SUDEP: the song of science Scorza interesting, we did not find differences in the isolated ex vivo situation (control animals: 175±7 bpm; animals with epilepsy: 176±6 bpm), suggesting that autonomic modulation of the heart is changed in rats with epilepsy, which could explain the appearance and maintenance of an increased basal heart rate in these animals 10 . Recently, we also analyzed heart rate in rats subjected to electrical kindling of the amygdala 11 . The main purpose of our study was to evaluate changes in baseline heart rate and heart rate responses during stage 5 of kindling, which corresponds to generalized seizures 11 . Briefly, the animals did not show significant differences in basal heart rate before and after electrode implantation. On the other hand, basal heart rate was higher during stage 5 of kindling, possibly resulting from sympathetic activation caused by the epileptic condition. Furthermore, we also observed an intense bradycardia occurred at the beginning of seizure, followed by a rebound tachycardia. Interestingly, our results indicated that the intensity of the tachycardia is direct related to the number of generalized seizures. Accordingly, these results allow us to describe that repeated generalized tonic-clonic seizures directly affect sympathetic outflows 11 .
Returning to the clinical field, what are the best actual proposals to minimize the occurrence of SUDEP? It is clear that SUDEP is mainly (but not exclusively) a problem for people with chronic uncontrolled epilepsy 12 , but our understanding of the best way to prevent it is still incomplete. Thus, some strategies 13 have been suggested that could be useful in reducing the risk of SUDEP: [1] Good control of seizures; [2] Reduction of stress; [3] Participation in physical activity and sports; [4] Dietary management (e.g., omega-3 supplementation); [5] Supervision at night; [6] Family members' knowledge of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques and the basics of defibrillator use 13 . On balance, as a complete understanding of all the risk factors, mechanisms, and specific methods to prevent SUDEP is yet to be obtained, caution is really prudent and necessary. In this sense, we are totally in agreement with previous studies 14, 15 
